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and transient. Is it not possible to conceive the existence of the
Absolute without its synthesis with the contingent asat.
Herbert Spencer1 admits that though the antithetical modes of
consciousness, that is, a consciousness of the Absolute subject and. a
consciousness of the predicate cannot exist asunder, still this is not
a reason for questioning the existence of the Universal Absolute; it
is rather the reverse,
Similarly, Dr. Oalderwood, in his " Limits of Eeligious Thought/9
p. 200, says : cc The Absolute is that which, is free from all necessary
relations, that is, which is free from every relation as a condition of
existence; but it may exist in relation, provided that relation be not a
necessary condition of its existence!^ A better definition of an Ab-
solute Being (says Mill3) could scarcely be devised.
Then as to the cognition of the Absolute, it is admitted, that the
question is still undecided, "whether absolute truth can be apprehend-
ed by itself or whether it must always be apprehended in union with.
relative tmtL"4
The Advaitin asserts that the conception of One without a Second
is not absolutely inconceivable; he asserts that though Brahma is
ordmarily incomprehensible, except through and in. its relation to
its manifestations, that is, m its synthesis with the Not-Self, its
existence is conceivable and also capable of being realised by itself,
even by man under certain conditions 5, a fortiori, it must be concei-
vable by higher intelligences than our own.
In the first place, we are not justified in interring a thing to be
impossible, simply because of our inability to conceive its possibility.
Hamilton and. Mill both. agree in saying so 6. Experience shows that
no limit can be set on the penetrating power of thought. Eminent
thiiAers like Herbert Spencer7 have noticed tlie extraordinary capacity
which, man evinces m bringing long distances of Space and   Time
within intelligible reach. (c Environing objects and environing ac-
tions, passing as they do into higher and higher complexities by grada-
1 ' First Prin.'                          s ggg ^g. Git. XIII; for a more
3 The Italics are the author's  see Bailed reference to this, see infra.
also pp. 63 and following infra,             6 Mill's ( Hamilton,' 82.
3 Mill's t Haimlton; 116 n.               7 c Psychology,'I, pp 304-12, 320-29.
4 Femer's< Or. Phil.' pp. 28,177,178.

